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A B S T R A C T

COVID-19 has become disastrous for world and spread all over. Researchers all around the globe are working to discover a drug to cure from COVID-19. RNA
dependent RNA polymerase plays a key role in SARS-CoV-2 replication and thus it could be a potential target for SARS-CoV-2. This study revealed that Protopine,
Allocryptopine and ( ± ) 6- Acetonyldihydrochelerythrine could be potential RdRp inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2.

Introduction

Traditional medical science is used as a popular option for the
treatment of diseases in developing countries including India, due to
the absence or less side effects. Confidence in traditional medicinal
system has increased and well established all over the world. Ayurveda
of India, the traditional medical science is centuries old. Ancient tra-
ditional medicinal practitioners have developed deep understanding
responses of plants/plant extracts on the human body and metabolism.
Expanding the information of metabolic procedure and human phy-
siology enlarges the scope of utilization of therapeutic plants [1,2].

Argemone mexicana L., known as Ghamoya and considered as weed
commonly found everywhere by fields and wasteland in India. In tra-
ditional medicinal system Argemone mexicana L. as a whole plant used
to treat oral problem, malignancy, guinea worm disease and diuretic,
jaundice, coetaneous infections, itching and dropsy while seeds are
used in snake biting, laxative, expectorant and inflammation. Roots are
used for antihelmentic, leprosy, and inflammation [3–9].

In recent years, many scientific investigations have been made using
different parts of Argemone mexicana to cure different diseases. The
studies revealed anti-HIV, Anxiolytic, antimalerial, immune-mod-
ulatory, antispasmodic and Neuropharmacological properties of the
plant [10–15].

December 2019, a new class of coronavirus named SARS-CoV-2 had
emerged in Wuhan city of China and quickly spared over the whole
world. Without a precise antiviral therapeutics or vaccine, nearly 4 lakh
(till 5 June 2020) people have died all over the world so far. The main
strategy to treat SARS-CoV-2 is care, supplemented by the combination
of antimalerial and anti HIV drugs [16]. Wang M et al. 2020 reported

that remdesivir evidently inhibit the contamination of SARS-CoV-2 in
Vero E6 cells [17]. At the current situation WHO also concluded that
“to date, there is no specific medicine recommended to prevent or treat
SARS-CoV-2” [18].

RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) is one of the most multi-
purpose enzyme of retro-viruses, it is key enzyme for replicating the
genome and for translation. The core structural feature of RdRps are
conserved but the disparity in their arrangements are also exist. The
structure of RdRp looks like that of a measured right hand and com-
prises of fingers, palm and thumb subdomains. SARS-CoV-2 is a ss-po-
sitive sense RNA. The genome of SARS-CoV-2 encrypts 27 proteins in-
cluding a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) and four structural
proteins. The main cofactor of this complex is the catalytic subunit
(nsp12) of a RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). Without any
other factors, nsp12 has little activity and its abilities require adorn-
ment cofactors including nsp7 and nsp8, which increases the RdRp to
binding and processivity. RdRp is moreover proposed to be the objec-
tive of a class of antiviral medications that are nucleotide analogs, in-
cluding Remdesivir, which is a prodrug that is changed over to the
dynamic medication in the triphosphate structure (RTP) inside cells. All
things considered, RdRp has been a subject of serious auxiliary science
endeavors [19]

The hypothesis

Information reported by since that antimalerial and anti-HIV drugs
are decreasing the load SARS-CoV-2 we have hypothesized that
Argemone mexicana can be useful to cure the SARS-CoV-2 by inhibiting
the RNA dependent RNA polymerase [19].
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Thus, the present research was aimed to investigate RNA dependent
RNA polymerase inhibition by some bioactive alkaloids found Argemone
mexicana L. in silico.

In silico studies

Software

Python 2.7- language was downloaded from www.python.com,
Molecular graphics laboratory (MGL) tools and AutoDock 4.2 was
downloaded from www.scripps.edu, Discovery Studio visualizer 4.1
was downloaded from www.accelerys.com.

Protein preparation

The three-dimensional crystalline structures of targeted proteins
reverase transcriptase (PDB ID: 6 M71) was retrieved from the Protein
Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/). The coordinates of the structures
were complexed with water molecules and other atoms which are re-
sponsible for increased resolution and therefore the water molecules
and het-atoms were removed using discovery studios and saved in. pdb
format. The structures of test compounds Argemexicaine A,
Argemexicaine B, Protopine, Allocryptopine were drawn from mole
view while ( ± ) 6- Acetonyldihydrochelerythrine obtained from pub
chem and stored in .pdb format.

Docking analysis

The docking analysis of reverse transcriptase was carried out using
the Autodock tools (ADT) v1.5.4 and autodock v 4.2 programs.
Argemexicaine A, Argemexicaine B, Protopine, Allocryptopine and
( ± ) 6- Acetonyldihydrochelerythrine were docked to all the target
protein complexes with the molecule considered as a rigid body. The
search was carried out with the Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm; popu-
lations of 100 individuals with a mutation rate of 0.02 have been
evolved for ten generations. The remaining parameters were set as
default. The Docked structure was then visualized using Discovery
Studio 2016 for obtaining the binding interactions.

Results

Argemexicaine A showed in Fig. 1. interacted with A: ASN-209, A:
ASP-208 and A: ASP-218 with its oxycycle nucleus with by forming
attractive and carbon hydrogen bonds, the bezodioxole and benzene
units interacted with A: TYR-38 and A: ILE-37 and A: ILE-37, A: PHE-35
by hydrogen bond, alkyl and alkyl, pi-pi stacked bonds respectively.
The bezodioxole group provides quite strong interaction by forming
hydrogen bond with A: TYR-38. The alkyl keto group interacts with A:
ILE-37, A: PHE-48 and A: LYS-50 by forming pi-pi stacked bonds which
provides much stability of complex.

Argemexicaine B showed in Fig. 2 interacted with A: TRP-290, A:
ASP-291 by forming van der waals and attractive charge attraction with
oxycycle nucleus. The bezodioxole nucleus are failed bond any amino
acids whereas benzene units interacted with A: GLN-292, A: PHE-283
by forming amide –pi stacked interation and pi-pi T-shaped interation.
The alkyl keto groups interacted with A: LEU-280 and A: TYR-294 to
form alkyl and carbon hydrogen bond which provides extra stability of
complex.

Protopine showed in Fig. 3 interaction with A: ASP-284 and form a
bond of attraction with its oxycycle nucleus, the protopine contains two
bezodioxole group which interacted with A: THR-293 and A: TYR-294
by forming hydrogen and carbon hydrogen bond while the next bezo-
dioxole group interacted with A: LYS-288 and A: Tyr-289by forming the
alkyl bonds. The benzene units interacted with A: PHE-283to form pi-pi
T shaped interaction to stabilized the complex with Protopine.

Allocryptopine showed in Fig. 4 interaction with A: ASP-284 to form
an attractive bond with oxycycle nucleus. The bezodioxole unit forms
the hydrogen bond with A: TYR-294 and A: THR-293. The benzene
units interacted with A: PHE-283 to form pi-pi T shaped interaction.
The alkyl keto groups interacted with A: LYS-288 and A: TYR-289 by
forming the alkyl and pi-alkyl interaction.

( ± ) 6- Acetonyldihydrochelerythrine showed in Fig. 5. Interacted

Fig. 1. Interaction of RdRp on Argemexicaine A [(a) 2D interactions (b) 3D
interactions].
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with A: LEU-270 by forming pi-sigma bond of benzodioxole unit. The
benzene units interacted with A: LEU-270, A: LYS-267, A: PRO-322 and
A: PHE-321 by forming pi-sigma, pi-cation, pi-sigma, pi-alkyl and
amide pi stacked bonds respectively. The alkyl keto group interacted
with A: SER-255, A: TYR-265, A: THR-319, A: PHE-321 by forming
hydrogen bond, pi-alkyl and last two amino acids form carbon hy-
drogen bond respectively and stabilized the complex.

Table 1 provides the idea of binding energy, inhibition constant and
hydrogen bond of ligands. The lowest binding energy of ligand has the
ability to bind strongly with the receptor. The ligand Protopine have the
lowest binding energy while Argemexicaine A have the highest binding
energy with the RNA dependent RNA polymerase.

Discussion

At present, COVID-19 is a worldwide challenge for scientific com-
munities as its pandemic mentality is hazardously influencing a huge

number of individuals and taking a large number of lives regular. Be
that as it may, until this point in time, no acceptable advancement has
been made in the treatment of Covid-19 [20–22]. A few endeavors have
been made to treat this illness yet these medication up-and-comers stay
faulty attributable to low adequacy [23].

Computational methodologies for drug repurposing techniques
could be a powerful way to deal with this COVID-19 pandamic. In this
investigation, a few polymerase inhibitors focusing on RdRp of SARS-
CoV-19 were contemplated, as RdRp had just demonstrated to be a
powerful target of viral drug focus for different viral pathogens, for
example, Hepatitis C Virus, HIV, Zika virus and so on [24,25].

Here, the natural drugs repurposing along with molecular docking
was utilized for the screening and examination of the drug candidates
against RdRp of SARS-CoV-2. Natural compounds from Argemona
mexicana were screened out which could be developed as a new drug to
treat COVID-19.

RdRp assumes irreplaceable roles in the existence pattern of RNA
viruses. RNA viruses start RNA synthesis by virus polymerase using
primer independent and primer dependent mechanism. In addition,

Fig. 3. Interaction of RdRp on Protopine [(a) 2D interactions (b) 3D interac-
tions].

Fig. 2. Interaction of RdRp on Argemexicaine B [(a) 2D interactions (b) 3D
interactions].
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RdRp based RNA synthesis doesn't happen in the mammalian cells of-
fering a chance to configuration drugs explicitly acting against RNA
viruses. Moreover, the protein structure of RdRp in RNA viruses is seen
as astoundingly conserved. Different antiviral drugs have been fash-
ioned focusing on this enzyme for the treatment of diseases brought
about by RNA viruses and they are working viably [26,27]. Therefore,
this current investigation intended to recognize potential medications
focusing on this compound for the treatment of COVID-19.

Molecular docking analysis revealed that Protopine, Allocryptopine

and ( ± ) 6- Acetonyldihydrochelerythrine could be potential RdRp in-
hibitors of SARS-CoV-2.

Conclusion

COVID-19 has made disastrous worldwide and affecting individuals
consistently, having just asserted absences of lives, and seriously hampered
the worldwide economy. The current examination planned to battle this
worldwide emergency by recommending potential medication contender

Fig. 4. Interaction of RdRp on Allocryptopine [(a) 2D interactions (b) 3D interactions].
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Fig. 5. Interaction of RdRp on ( ± ) 6- Acetonyldihydrochelerythrine [(a) 2D interactions (b) 3D interactions].

Table 1
Binding energy and inhibition concentration of ligands.

S.N Name of Ligand(s) Binding Energy Kcal/mole Inhibitory Constant (μM) Hydrogen Bond

1 Argemexicaine A −5.57 82.05 A:TYR-38
2 Argemexicaine B −5.62 75.89 –
3 Protopine −6.07 36.03 A:THR-293, A: TYR-294
4 Allocryptopine −5.75 61.33 A:THR-293, A: TYR-294
5 ( ± ) 6- Acetonyldihydrochelerythrine −5.66 71.55 A: SER-255
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for the treatment of COVID-19 and found that protopine is the best inhibitor
among all alkaloids.
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